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The building blocks for better content powered by blockchain technology.
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1. Content Bottleneck: Quantity, Quality and Coordination

2. Content Creators are taken advantage of by centralized platforms:  

Distributing and marketing channels are being controlled by large centralized 

businesses. Vast wealth generated by Web2 is not fairly distributed.

3. Lack of a value loop between original work creators and derivative work 

creators.

Pain PointsPain Points



SolutionSolution

A blockchain that focuses on the co-creation of content and providing a win-winA blockchain that focuses on the co-creation of content and providing a win-win  

situation for participants through a value loop.situation for participants through a value loop.  

Increase Quantity: Increase Quantity: Reduce content censorship and provide more 

distributing channels maintained by topic-oriented collectives.

 

Increase Quality: Increase Quality: Through content curation from communities

 

Increase Coordination: Increase Coordination: Incentivize creators to co-create, cite and 

build on previous work. 

 

IP Protection: IP Protection: Provide the ability to find relationships between 

content



ProductProduct

Governance Entities (GE)Governance Entities (GE)  

that curate content

Token Curated X (TCX)Token Curated X (TCX)  
which acts as a distributing and 

marketing channels for content.

A relationship graph ofrelationship graph of  

creationscreations to provide 

content tracebility.

A tokenomy tokenomy that 

stimulates creativity andcreativity and  

collaborationcollaboration

Key Components:



Governance Entity (GE)Governance Entity (GE)

A topic-oriented community that governs multiple TCXs.A topic-oriented community that governs multiple TCXs.

How to join a GE? 

By investinginvesting or stakingstaking platform tokens, you can become 

shareholders of a GE.

 

What do GE members do?  

Curate Content.Curate Content. By coming to a shareholder of a GE, you 

gain management rights and a voice on deciding what andwhat and  

how content gets included in its TCXs.how content gets included in its TCXs.

 

What do GE members get?

Shareholders will receive distributed profit distributed profit according to their 

shares in the GE

Examples: 

A group of beaver 

lovers

Marvel Fans



Token Curated X (TCX)Token Curated X (TCX)

A data structure governed by a GE and used by dapps built by its community.A data structure governed by a GE and used by dapps built by its community.  

DAPPs

 

What is X? 

X is a variable. It could be any data structure such as a Set, an Ordered List, Stack or a 

Graph.

Each TCX has a customized set of rules,set of rules, which acts as a content filter,content filter, defined by its GE.



Token Curated X: Voting PowerToken Curated X: Voting Power

Investing (Type B shares) in a GE gives you 

more voting power than staking (Type A)

(20 times)

One's Voting Power =One's Voting Power =

20 * Min(TypeB shares, Amount) + 1 * Max(0, 20 * Min(TypeB shares, Amount) + 1 * Max(0, AmountAmount - -  

TypeB shares, TypeA shares)TypeB shares, TypeA shares)

Winning side is the one with theWinning side is the one with the  

higher accumulated voting power.higher accumulated voting power.

Result: Yes or No

Content



TCX Application ProcessTCX Application Process

We mimic the voting process of Token Curated Registries (TCRs)We mimic the voting process of Token Curated Registries (TCRs)

Key difference: Voting PowerKey difference: Voting Power

To be involved in the TCX application process, you must be a stakeholder of its GE.

Someone proposes an 

action （e.g. include 

or remove) along with 

some content id to a 

TCX with a certain 

amount of platform 

tokens

ProposePropose
ChallengeChallenge

VoteVote ClaimClaim
ResolveResolveOther 

shareholders 

vote either 

"Agree" or 

"Disagree"

Participants of 

the winning side 

will earn the 

losing side tokens 

according to  

their voting 

power.

Someone doesn't 

like the idea can 

challenge it with 

platform tokens. 

After the voting 

period, the 

owner is 

determined.



5] whitelisted

Value Loop: How it all fit togetherValue Loop: How it all fit together

1 - Creating content and getting it to consumers through distributing1 - Creating content and getting it to consumers through distributing  

channels provided by TCXschannels provided by TCXs

CreatorCreator

Inbox

Governance Entity (GE)Governance Entity (GE)

1] create and upload a content 

to Castor.network

 

2] store in IPFS    

and obtain a 

unique content 

hash

3] propose

TCXs

4] Vote

only IPFS hash or small-size data can be stored on the blockchain

ContentContent  

ConsumersConsumers

5] view through  

some  DApp



Value Loop: How it all fit togetherValue Loop: How it all fit together

2 - Creating derivative work and building a relationship graph of content with the2 - Creating derivative work and building a relationship graph of content with the  

WhiteboardWhiteboard feature feature

CreatorCreator

TCXs

Library

Whiteboard

1] can use any content on castor.network

new content file

Content on Castor.Network

TCXTCX

4] propose

3] output

2] Combine content with whiteboard feature



Token EconomyToken Economy

How do we encourage co-creativity?How do we encourage co-creativity?

Platform CurrencyPlatform CurrencyCCTCCT

CECE

CAPCAP

CRPCRP

Energy: Used instead of transaction feesEnergy: Used instead of transaction fees

Action Point: Measures the activeness of a userAction Point: Measures the activeness of a user

Reputation Point:  Highly valuedReputation Point:  Highly valued

100 max of CE per account when active. if used, CE will be recovered at a certain 
rate(recover 1 CAE in 2 minutes) utill it is filled.

if consume 20 CE, you may gain 1 CAP. The maxGainingCAP in 24h is according to 
your reserved balance(CCT).

1 CAP -> 1CRP. it can be converted only by some action. eg: 'admire'  by guest.

Non-transferable AssetsNon-transferable Assets



LikeLike

AdmireAdmire

DonateDonate

ReportReport

Token EconomyToken Economy

CRPCRP

Collective
Guests

Creator

Content

CCTCCT

CECE

CAPCAP

CRPCRP

CECE

Consumed when making 

transactions. (Used 

instead of tx fees) CAPCAP CECE

platform currency  

(not 'fee')

CECE

CAPCAP CECE

CCTCCT

CAPCAP CCTCCT

CCTCCT

RewardReward

CAP gained by 

consuming CE or 

reserved CCT

Consuming CAP is 

the only way to 

admire creator CRP.

How do we encourage co-creativity?How do we encourage co-creativity?



Why non-transferable assets?Why non-transferable assets?

CCTCCT

How do we encourage co-creativity?How do we encourage co-creativity?

CRPCRP

Anyone

Collective Creator

Rare Asset!Rare Asset!

Reputation in life is 

non-transferable.non-transferable.

Better creator wins

More CRPs.

Platform Currency!Platform Currency!

Used only for 

economic activities.

Encouraging



What have we built?What have we built?

After two weeks of part-time development, here's what we've accomplished:

Substrate Chain

Castor Event 

Listener

Castor Server

Client-side 

Interface



DEMO TIME



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

Whiteboard Usage 1: Building Game Characters for DAppsWhiteboard Usage 1: Building Game Characters for DApps



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

Whiteboard Usage 2: Creating ArticlesWhiteboard Usage 2: Creating Articles



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

GE and TCXs Usage 1: Building a dynamic decentralized websiteGE and TCXs Usage 1: Building a dynamic decentralized website



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

GE and TCXs Usage 2: Source of Truth (DGE and TCXs Usage 2: Source of Truth (Decentralized Wiki)ecentralized Wiki)



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

Combined Usage 1: Contribute novel derivative works(like WHAT IF).Combined Usage 1: Contribute novel derivative works(like WHAT IF).



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

Combined usage 2: Building Play scripts or a whole WorldCombined usage 2: Building Play scripts or a whole World



What can we do with castor.network?What can we do with castor.network?

Endless Possibilities.Endless Possibilities.  

All it takes is your imagination.All it takes is your imagination.

And more…And more…



Roadmap MilestonesRoadmap Milestones

Tokenomy adjustments and finalization

Better error handling

More GE collective features

More TCXs support

Better frontend tools for Developers



VisionVision

"WEB3 is the vision of the serverless internet,

the decentralized web. An internet where users are in 

control of their own data, identity, and destiny."

 

We, at Castor. Network, want to be part of this movement 

by providing the building blocks for better content 

creation and distribution.



THANK YOU!THANK YOU!


